
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

We invite you for a once-in-a-lifetime experience 

ENLIGHTENED-LIFE 
VIRTUAL RETREAT 

April 24 - 30, 2021 | Register: bihcglobal.com/courses/enlightened-life-retreat 
Investment: $1,050 (7 days retreat plus 2-months mentoring) 

Breakthrough strategies to rapidly achieve enlightenment in this 
lifetime. Take home teachings that lead you to a quantum leap of 

consciousness beyond your expectation. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ABOUT THE PROGRAM 
Master Del Pe designed this comprehensive program to spiritually 
jumpstart participants to find their higher path and start creating 
breakthroughs in their life. After this immersion program, participants 
will experience a quantum leap of consciousness leading to inner life 
initiation. The spiritual initiation performed by Master Del Pe with the 
participants includes awakening their Soul connection while activating 
their sacred fire to a high degree, resulting in spiritual alchemy. Any 
serious seeker of the higher path will find this enlightenment process 
not only a blissful experience but worth dying for. 

Many people around the world waste time doing meditation, yoga and 
spiritual rituals in the hope that one day they will get enlightened. This 
is a myth that needs to be rectified. For one to awaken their Soul and 
culture their ego, practitioners require a serious curriculum and life-
mentoring. This approach avoids the old ways of trial and error which 
waste a lot of the seeker’s time, resources and opportunities to get 
enlightened and make a big difference to society. 
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Master Del Pe and his team will spiritually culture the participants with 
state-of-the-art esoteric tools, guided by a curriculum that molds their 
personality and character to meet a fast-track requirement towards 
enlightenment. What they can’t achieve in a lifetime of laborious 
religious work will be attained in just a few months of training and 
mentoring. The intensive program has 3 levels. 

This retreat will coincide with the Taurus Full Moon during Wesak, one 
of the highest energies of the year and one that bestows those who will 
receive the gift of Wisdom aligned with Divine Purpose with the 
accompanying qualities of: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is one of the most important energetic milestones of the year for 
Advanced Souls and Masters, even in the heavenly realm, because they 
have an important conclave to empower the next strategy of the world 
and planetary affairs called the Divine Plan.  

The new era’s esoteric template called the Aquarian matrix designs will 
be stamped on the souls and personalities of servers to be promoted 
to the next level of world service. This esoteric event will happen during 
the Wesak Full Moon.  

While in deep group meditations, the group initiation will empower you 
on the path of self-mastery and enlightenment. 

 

 Resilient adherence to spiritual 
purpose 

 Love with discrimination 
 Alignment to truth 
 Illuminating consciousness with 

synthesizing will 
 Group consciousness 
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Level 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Level 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Level 3 
 

• 12 Rules to Achieve Enlightenment 
• Divine Alchemy Level 1 
• Rule 2: Know Thyself 
• Aquarian Martial Arts Yoga Science 
• Wesak Full Moon Meditation Service, 

Inner Alignment and Initiation 
• Group Healing and Life Mentoring 
 
• 12 Rules to Achieve Enlightenment 
• Divine Alchemy Level 2 
• Rule 2: Know Thyself 
• Aquarian Martial Arts Yoga Science 
• Wesak Full Moon Meditation Service, 

Inner Alignment and Initiation 
• Group Healing and Life Mentoring 
 
• 12 Rules to Achieve Enlightenment 
• Divine Alchemy Level 3 
• Rule 2: Know Thyself 
• Aquarian Martial Arts Yoga Science 
• Wesak Full Moon Meditation Service, 

Inner Alignment and Initiation 
• Group Healing and Life Mentoring 

RETREAT LEVELS 
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CURRICULUM EXCERPTS 

Master Del Pe invites takers of this 
program to travel together and 
cross the crystalizing borders of 
religiosity and aging spirituality, 
override the humps of 
contemporary ignorance and 
escape the ditch of modern pre-
occupations. The ’12 Rules’ 
philosophy will transport your 
consciousness far away, beyond 
the geography of obsolescence 
and help you arrive at the doorstep 
of enlightenment. 
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12 Rules to Achieve Enlightenment 

This workshop, based on Master Del Pe’s 12 Rules to Achieve 
Enlightenment book, was assembled by him as a guiding philosophy, 
spiritual compass and map, to help seekers navigate the vast vault of 
spiritual treasures and pearls of wisdom which have been collected 
from 6 decades of his personal experience, as he was traversing the 
rough seas of his own spiritual journey. He studied and observed how 
his 4 mentors and many other enlightened teachers mastered their life, 
without formal university education, and developed their spiritual 
muscles through highly intelligent hard work and mastery of the virtues 
of will-power, self-discipline and sacrifice. 
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Rule 2: Know Thyself, The E-SWOT Analysis 

The Enlightenment SWOT Analysis equips you to see your path of 
enlightenment with measurable landmarks. This inventory helps you to 
evaluate your available Strengths and Opportunities for enlightenment. 
It also throws light on your Weaknesses, seeds of failure and Threats 
against the goal of getting more enlightened. It opens your mind to look 
at yourself in a fresher way and towards a new and noble direction. It 
can also help you to scale up your output more easily and perform 
beyond your expectations. 
 

Divine Alchemy Level 1 

Divine Alchemy is one of the most advanced requirements for Initiation 
at all levels. In this program, you will: 

1. Study the exoteric and esoteric functions of the 15 major chakras 
2. Learn about their roles in higher development and initiation 
3. Awaken and activate their spiritual functions through alchemy  
4. Use mantras to re-engineer them with the New Divine Design 
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Divine Alchemy Level 2 

In this program you will learn esoteric strategies to transform and 
transmute yourself into a world class spiritual server/disciple. You will: 

1. Study the deeper aspects of the science of transformation and 
transmutation for initiation 

2. Awaken the 13 chakral pairs and empower their dharmic 
functions in advanced character development 

3. Learn how to clean the chakras, the kundalini and the sushumna 
with advanced breathing methods, divine light flushing and other 
esoteric techniques 

4. Experience how to use soul energy to transform and empower 
the personality faster through alchemy 

 

Divine Alchemy Level 3 

This powerful program is a game changer for anyone seeking higher 
development and initiation. You will be able to transmute negative 
karma from the past and open new roads to enlightenment and greater 
service. You will learn to: 

1. Construct the Sushumna wider and higher than most people at 
your level of initiation and development 

2. Densify and enhance the Kundalini and flow it upwards to fill the 
Sushumna to the highest level which is safely possible for you 

3. Awaken your Soul chakras and construct the Antahkarana safely 
4. Construct new diamond consciousness from ordinary auric 

designs 
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Aquarian Martial Arts-Yoga Science 

Regular training will be devoted to the development of higher will-
power, focus, self-discipline, agility and self-confidence in the 
participants. This will also include special self-defense techniques for 
day-to-day safety and survival. The curriculum will help to reverse 
aging, boost the immune system, release body toxins and build 
stamina. 

The modern spiritual path not only adheres to the loving kindness of a 
Saint but also to the persistence, endurance and self-discipline of a 
soldier. This courageous attitude is one of the most important qualities 
that good-hearted people don’t usually have, which stops them from 
creating breakthroughs in world service. Master Del Pe believes that 
will-power, the heart and the mind are to be harmonized to attain real 
self-mastery. Martial Arts-Yoga Science provides that missing link. 
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Group Healing  

Master Del Pe and his team will perform group healings to engage 
participants to resolve their life issues and blockages in their spiritual 
development. This is an important foundational work which will 
prepare you for safely awakening your consciousness to greater 
heights, while avoiding the drama of karmic purging. You will receive 
energetic healing and adjustment customized to your need and priority 
issues by our team of specialists.  

 

Mentoring 

The 2 months of ongoing mentoring after the retreat is the key to 
ensure that you can sustain your new inner development and smoothly 
progress to your next level. It will help you to clarify your spiritual 
journey and state of enlightenment in order to pursue your highest 
potential. Your mentors, facilitators and peers will provide the lasting 
support to make your enlightened-life journey a success.  



PRAISES FOR THE ENLIGHTENED-LIFE RETREAT 

 
“I went around the world looking for a spiritual teacher even in Tibet, 
India, China and the Andes mountains but I did not find what I was 
looking for. You may say I am a seeker who has ‘been there and done 
that’. When I attended Master Del Pe’s retreat, I knew I had arrived!” 

- M.J., Life Coach, (Houston, Texas) 

 

“My spiritual search had been difficult because I had to go through health 
challenges, income and financial crises to wake up. Through Master Del 
Pe’s retreats and spiritual mentoring, I was able to bring back my 
fragmented self into one whole piece, extremely brighter and more 
enlightened than before. In modern times, you need a guru who is not just 
wise but also an advanced healer because the karma of awakening brings 
not only bliss but also karmic-acceleration resulting to suffering and big 
tests. You need a mentor like Master Del Pe who is an example of a 
balanced-life, both materially and spiritually.” 

- H.L. Serial Entrepreneur (New Delhi, India) 
-  

“I thought I was already a very advanced Soul and well-equipped to 
become a spiritual teacher. In fact, students in yoga think that I am their 
guru. When I attended Master Del Pe’s retreats I felt that I have become 
a student again. He is more than a guru. He is a modern enlightened 
Master who can do alchemy, magic, healing miracles, and yet is still 
grounded in day-to-day affairs. He is one of those whom I’ve seen to 
have one foot on Earth and one foot in Heaven.” 

- R.A., Spiritual and Yoga Teacher (Rio de Janerio, Brazil)  
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ABOUT MASTER DEL PE 
 

Master Del Pe designed the Enlightened-Life 
Retreat to be a faster, straight forward 
approach to spiritual awakening by bringing a 
highly packed curriculum. He believes that 
inspiration alone does not bring direct results 
in the long run, because people on the path 
need real techniques, spiritual tools and 
systematic strategies to move forward in a 
more calibrated and serious process until 
enlightenment happens. 

Master Del Pe, personally trained by 4 advanced Masters, had gone through 
the whole process of enlightenment from a student, apprentice, and 
disciple until he became a Master himself. Thus, he knows the loopholes of 
the spiritual path. He created the Enlightened-Life Program to take into 
account all the requirements for successfully finishing what you start in the 
path of higher evolution. 

He synthesized his teachings from his expertise as a Modern Sage, world 
philosopher, Esoteric Psychologist and Scientist, a Divine Alchemist, 
Spiritual Technologist and Third Eye Initiation guru. He also brings to his 
retreats his mastery of martial arts-yoga, healing science, his engineer’s 
mind and his entrepreneurial spirit as the founder of 3-USA based 
institutions: BElife Institute for Higher Consciousness (BIHC), Wisdom 
Institute for Leadership and Global Advancement (WILGA) and World 
Institute for Incurable Diseases (WIID). 

Author of 12 books, Master Del Pe has travelled to over 100 countries 
teaching and studying world philosophies, world religions and world 
cultures. Master Del Pe’s mission includes helping people to master life 
ahead of its time and to train Saints and Masters as a bridge for the future 
world.  
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CONTACT US 
 

 

 

 

BElife Institute for Higher Consciousness (BIHC) 
+1.832.580.9179 (USA), +63.928.843.2802 (Asia) 
info@bihcglobal.com, www.bihcglobal.com 

 

Other Retreats by Master Del Pe 

 Balanced Life Retreat 
 Third Eye Initiation Retreat 
 Self-Mastery Retreat 
 Longevity and Rejuvenation Retreat   

 

“The life that you live when you start 
deliberately serving a good cause, as high as 
possible depending on your realizations, is a 
demonstration of your level of enlightenment. 
This is called your Dharma or Dharmic Path.” 
 

- Master Del Pe 
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